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WYMAN PIANO

EUROPEAN STYLE
ALTENBURG PIANO DEBUTS
WYMAN PIANO has introduced a new
line of grand pianos, designed to the
specifications of Altenburg Piano
Company of Elizabeth, New Jersey.
Carrying the Altenburg trademark, the
new grands feature the single-string
scale design that is used in the finest
European-made pianos.
Fred Altenburg, the sixth generation of
the Altenburg family involved in the
piano business, said the new pianos offer
“improved tuning stability that is inherent with single-string scale design, as
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well as exceptional tonal quality.” The
line will initially include grands in 4'9",
5'3", and 5'7" sizes. A 6'1" grand will be
introduced later in the year.
Although Altenburg grand pianos were
initially designed for sale at the
Altenburg stores in New Jersey, George
Benson, Wyman Piano vice-president of
sales, is so impressed with it that he envisions a larger market. “The Altenburg
Piano offers the features and performance of much higher priced instruments at a very affordable price. It’s an
instrument that is easily sold and very
profitable.”
In addition to its single-string scale
design, other fine details on the
Altenburg piano include heavy-duty
brass casters, a soft-touch fallboard, a
locking lid, and an ornately detailed sand
cast plate. The grands will also be available with Empire and French Provincial
styled legs and mahogany and cherry
case finishes. Benson said, “These are
the finest natural wood finishes you’ll
find on any Asian-made piano. The coloring is perfect and clear. With a lot of
the Chinese pianos the emphasis is on
getting to the lowest price possible.
We’re going in the other direction, building in meaningful value-added features
that enable the retailer to command a
higher selling price. Altenburg Pianos
are about high value, not low price.”
The Wyman Piano Company was
launched in 2002 by Benson and Tim
Lasky, Baldwin Piano veterans. From the
start the company strategy has been to
offer premium quality Chinese-made
pianos on a limited distribution basis.
Lasky commented, “We’ve never been
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interested in selling to every dealer on
the street. Every dealer in the country
will tell you that broad-based distribution
doesn’t benefit anyone. We offer a larger
territory—in some cases, just one dealer
per state.”
To achieve higher quality standards,
Wyman has full-time quality control
inspectors on site at a piano factory in
Bejing who subject every instrument to a
rigorous going-over. Benson said, “We
inspect and inspect and inspect so everyone of our pianos comes out of the crate
defect-free and ready for the showroom
floor.”
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DEALERS ARE CONFIDENT
ABOUT MUSIC MAGAZINES
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THE MUSIC MAGAZINE Publishers
Association (MMPA) reports that music
instrument dealers are showing deeper
commitment to the value of music magazines as indicated by a 22 percent
reduction in the rate of account attrition
and a 12.6 percent reduction in the
amount of title order cancellations over
the year prior. The increase in account
and order retention appears to be the
result of renewed efforts to educate
dealers about the inherent value magazines bring to their stores as well as
what to expect in overall sales.
Providing the most flexibility and least
risk for retailers, the Musicmags program allows dealers to choose whichever magazine titles they want to carry
and allows for cancellations at any time.
Through telemarketing, advertising
and marketing campaigns, the MMPA is
raising awareness of the key role magazines play in promoting the music
instrument business. The Association
demonstrates to retailers that, in addition to generating an average of three
times the industry standard in annual
revenue per square foot, magazines support product sales throughout the store,
increase foot traffic, builds customer
loyalty, and enhances sales promotions.
The MMPA’s value-focused campaigns have had another positive effect:
In addition to slowing the rate of existing title and account cancellations, the
MMPA has also seen exceptional
growth in new dealer accounts and title
orders added. Two and a half times as

